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RESEARCH EXPENDITURES (FY22)

Dollars in Millions

- Life Sciences: $435.6
- Psychology: $7.6
- Social Sciences: $30
- Other Sciences: $8.4
- Non-S&E Fields: $56.3
- Engineering: $403
- Geosciences, Atmospheric, and Ocean Sciences: $122.6
- Mathematics and Statistics: $6.9
- Computer and Information Sciences: $25.7

Total: $1.153B
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#16
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AMONG NATIONAL UNIVERSITIES
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#21
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RECENT EXAMPLES OF FEDERAL RESEARCH AWARDS

- Management and Operations of the JOIDES Resolution as a Facility for the International Ocean Discovery Program (IODP) National Science Foundation Ocean Discovery Program $ 688,798,011
- Texas A&M Center for Innovation in Advanced Development and Manufacturing Biomedical Advanced Research and Development Authority US Department of Health and Human Services $ 449,711,687
- Center for Cross-Border Threat Screening and Supply Chain Defense US Department of Homeland Security $ 20,335,604
- Continued Development of the Gulf of Mexico Coastal Ocean Observing System US Department of Commerce - National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration $ 20,000,000
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